The job hunt can be hard…
Let Careers in Transition help.
FAQs About Careers In Transition
 When and where does Careers In Transition (CIT) meet?
 What is the Mission of Careers In Transition?
 How does CIT operate? What is the process?
 Why should I attend a job search group like CIT?
 Is there a cost to attend CIT?
 What type of job seekers is CIT geared to?
 How do I get started with CIT?
When and where does Careers In Transition (CIT) meet?
When: Each Tuesday Morning
8:00 – 9:30 AM Meeting
9:30 – 10:00 AM Informal
networking
Approximately once a month we hold and
Where: Cherry Creek Presbyterian
Church
10150 E. Belleview Avenue
Englewood, CO 80111
Church: 303-779-9909
CIT meets in CLC 207

1.9 miles east of I-25 on Belleview
CIT meets in CLC 207
When entering parking lot park behind the
building on the right (west) and enter on the
2nd floor to get to CLC 207

What is the Mission of Careers In Transition (CIT)?
Our Mission
 To provide assistance for all job seekers pursuing employment in an open interfaith
environment
 To provide resources for professional, technical, spiritual and emotional support
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How does CIT operate? What is the process?
CIT Offers…
 A safe place to meet weekly to share and to assist one another.
 Meetings involve interactive discussions focused on the individual attendee’s needs.
 Assistance may include general job-seeking advice, networking tips, job leads,
contacts, resume tips and critiques, role-play mock interviews, and suggestions on
how to balance your efforts in your job search.
 One-on-one job search coaching is available as needed with our experienced
volunteers.
 Regular attendees will find that attending CIT weekly meetings offers an informal
“accountability” function that helps keep job searches moving forward and focused.
 Don’t do job search alone! We encourage job seekers to attend several networking
and jobs groups. We hope that our CIT group will fill a need in your search process.
CIT offers a more in depth group experience at our meetings compared to many
other groups.
 Attendees are encouraged to actively expand their LinkedIn networking efforts
including joining the Careers In Transition, CIT LinkedIn group.
Why should I attend a job search group like CIT?
Being a regular participant in a job search group, whether with CIT or someplace else,
should be a key part of your job search strategy. Most job search experts agree that regular
coaching and networking improves both the speed and likelihood of job seekers finding
their next position.
Is there a cost to attend CIT?
No. CIT is an ongoing free program of Cherry Creek Presbyterian Church. All are
welcome.
What type of job seekers is CIT geared to?
In the 10+ years CIT has been serving we have helped candidates of virtually all types.
People of all ages, with all industry and functional backgrounds, and with experience at all
levels of jobs.
How do I get started with CIT?
The best way to get started is to attend one of our Tuesday morning meetings. You don’t
need to contact us ahead of time; just show up.

Please come and invite a friend.
All are welcome to attend these free weekly CIT meetings.
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